We revise imposition of various constraints in spin foam models of 4-dimensional general relativity. We argue that the usual simplicity constraint must be supplemented by a constraint on holonomies and together they must be inserted explicitly into the discretized path integral. At the same time, the closure constraint must be relaxed so that the new constraint expresses covariance of intertwiners assigned to tetrahedra by spin foam quantization. As a result, the spin foam boundary states are shown to be realized in terms of projected spin networks of the covariant loop approach to quantum gravity. *
Introduction
The spin foam approach is a way to quantize gravity in a spacetime covariant setting [1, 2] . Whereas in 3 dimensions, where gravity is a particular case of the so called BF theory, the rules of spin foam quantization and the geometric interpretation of results are more or less clear [3, 4] , the physically relevant case of 4 dimensions is still an arena for debates. One of the main non-settled issues is how to implement the constraints which appear in the formulations of 4-dimensional general relativity used in the spin foam quantization. This is the problem which we are going to address in this paper.
Simplicity constraints
The classical formulation of general relativity, which is the most suitable to build spin foam models, was suggested by Plebanski [5] . It represents gravity as a simple topological BF theory supplemented by the so called simplicity constraints. These constraints are conditions on the B field of BF theory that ensure that it is constructed from tetrad oneforms
where * is the Hodge operator acting on tangent space indices. The constraints can be written in the following form
where V = The standard strategy of the spin foam quantization is first to quantize the BF theory, and then to impose the simplicity constraints already at the level of the discretized path integral [6, 7] . In particular, this means that the constraints are imposed not directly on the B field, since it is integrated out, but on representations and intertwiners of the gauge group which are assigned to elements of a simplicial decomposition of spacetime. These group theoretic data are thought as quantum degrees of freedom corresponding to the B field. As a result, it is a hard task to find a consistent and correct way implementing the constraints.
For a long time the most popular model in 4 dimensions was the one proposed by Barrett and Crane (BC) [8, 9] . However, it has become clear that it is insufficient to describe the genuine general relativity. Therefore, recently various modifications of the Barrett-Crane quantization procedure have been suggested to improve the BC model [10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19] . All these proposals differ from the original model and between each other in the way they treat the simplicity constraints.
Note that some of the new models suggest a way to overcome the above mentioned problem of disappearance of the B field in the quantum partition function. In particular, the approach based on coherent states [10, 14, 15] allows to give a faithful representation for the B field at the quantum level in terms of additional geometric data appearing as labels of these states. Therefore the imposition of the simplicity constraints in this approach becomes much more transparent and reliable comparing to previous studies. Another interesting development was done in [16] where a new class of group field theories was proposed. These models keep the B field in the partition function explicitly which might be crucial for the correct implementation of the constraints.
There is however one additional complication which is usually neglected in most of the old and new spin foam models. As it is clear from canonical analysis of Plebanski formulation [20, 21] , the simplicity constraints are supplemented by secondary constraints involving the gauge connection. Altogether they form a system of second class constraints. The question now is: should these secondary constraints be inserted explicitly into the path integral?
One usually assumes that one can start from the Lagrangian path integral with a trivial measure, which does not involve contributions from any constraints. But it is generally believed that the phase space path integral is more fundamental. The latter certainly contains delta-functions of all constraints and a non-trivial measure. Therefore, whether the simple Lagrangian path integral can be used depends on our possibility to derive it from the phase space path integral. Whereas there is a general method for this purpose [22] , it turns out that it has some restrictions and should be used with care. In particular, we will argue that the secondary constraints of Plebanski formulation cannot be removed and must be taken into account in the spin foam quantization.
The latter requires however to realize the secondary constraints at the discretized level in terms of holonomies and bi-vectors. Unfortunately, we were not able to find such a realization for the constraints relevant for the gravitational sector of Plebanski formulation. Nevertheless, it is possible to show that it is these constraints that are responsible for the restrictions on representations and intertwiners of a simplicial decomposition. We demonstrate also how this leads to constructions appearing in the framework of covariant loop quantum gravity (CLQG) [23, 24, 25, 26, 27 ].
Closure constraint
Besides the simplicity constraints, the spin foam quantization involves another type of constraints, the closure constraint. The latter appears in all spin foam models and represents the Gauss constraint of canonical formulation realized in the discrete setting. Thus, it ensures the fundamental gauge invariance of quantized theory.
The closure constraint can be formulated as follows. Let us consider a simplicial decomposition of spacetime which the spin foam quantization is based on. In 4 dimensions such decomposition is formed by 4-simplices, tetrahedra, triangles, segments and points. The triangles are colored with irreducible representations of the relevant gauge group G, which will be taken either SO(4) or SL(2,C), and the tetrahedra are equipped with intertwiners between the representations assigned to its sides. We label the triangles and the tetrahedra by f and t, respectively. If we denote the representation assigned to the f th triangle by λ f , then the intertwiner N t is a vector in the tensor product of four representation spaces,
G . The closure constraint requires that the intertwiners are gauge invariant, i.e.
where T f are generators of the gauge algebra acting on
G . In this form the constraint was widely used in various constructions including the original BC model and the recent proposals [11, 13, 17, 18, 19] .
However, in the work [12] a relaxed version of this constraint has been proposed. It can be written as
where x t ∈ G/H (H is the maximal compact subgroup of G) is interpreted as normal to the tetrahedron andT acts on functions of x t as a generator of Ĝ
The intertwiners satisfying (4) are not invariant anymore, but rather covariant. The relaxed constraint was motivated by comparison with results of canonical quantization obtained in the framework of CLQG. The use of the constraint (4) together with a modified identification of bi-vectors with generators of the gauge algebra ensured the coincidence of boundary states of the resulting spin foam model with kinematical states of CLQG [12] . In this paper we justify the new constraint (4) from the pure spin foam point of view. The key point for this is the consistent implementation of second class constraints and, in particular, the secondary constraints mentioned above. In the discrete setting these constraints involve the normals to tetrahedra. It turns out that this fact requires the normals x t to be considered as additional arguments of the boundary states and leads precisely to the intertwiners satisfying (4). The usual invariant intertwiners (3) can be obtained by integrating over the normals x t , what however would make impossible implementation of the simplicity and secondary constraints.
The organization of the paper is as follows. In the next section we discuss the general method to pass from the phase space path integral to the Lagrangian one in the presence of second class constraints and argue that it does not work for generic correlation functions. In section 3 we revise the derivation of the simplex boundary state and express it in terms of projected spin networks of CLQG. Then in section 4 we discuss implications of our approach on the closure constraint and demonstrate that only its relaxed version is consistent with the second class constraints. Finally we consider an example which allows to make various aspects of the construction explicit.
Path integral in presence of second class constraints
Let us consider a dynamical system with the phase space parameterized by (q a , p a ) and subject to second class constraints. For the sake of simplicity, we suppose that there are only two constraints one of which, say φ, is primary and the second, ψ, is secondary. This means that ψ = {H, φ}, {φ, ψ} = 0,
where H is the Hamiltonian. Correlation functions for this system are defined by the phase space path integral
where O is an observable and Z is the partition function. The problem we would like to address is whether these correlation functions are equal to their analogues defined by the configuration space path integral. Since we want to include into consideration also systems with first order Lagrangians (like Plebanski or Palatini formulations of gravity), by latter we mean O c.s
where λ is the Lagrange multiplier for the primary constraint, ρ(q, p) is a regular local measure, and the expression in the exponential is the Lagrangian in its first order formulation.
Comparison of (7) and (8) shows that the difference between the two expressions arises due to the secondary constraint ψ. To bring the correlation functions together, one should somehow remove its contribution. In [22] an elegant method has been suggested to achieve this goal for the partition function. It makes use of the canonical transformation generated by µφ where µ is the Lagrange multiplier which can be introduced for the secondary constraint. Implemented in the action dt (p aq a − H − λφ − µψ), it cancels the term linear in µ and therefore the integral over this Lagrange multiplier produces a regular local measure instead of the δ-function of the constraint.
However, this idea does not work so well for the correlation functions because the phase space function O(q, p) gets transformed together with the integral. As a result, one obtains a correlation function of the following form
where O ′ is the result of the canonical transformation of the initial function O(q, p). Even if one succeeds to perform the integral over µ, the result will differ from (8) . Roughly speaking, one will obtain the correlation function of a different observable. Thus, the two definitions, (7) and (8), do not coincide in general.
This situation can be illustrated on very simple examples. The simplest example is provided by the trivial system with the Lagrangian L = 1 2 q 2 . It is clear that it corresponds to the situation considered above with φ = p, ψ = q. For this system q 2 c.s. > q 2 = 0. The reason for the inequality can easily be traced back to the non-commutativity of the observable O = q 2 with the primary constraint φ used in the canonical transformation so that in this case O ′ = (q − µ) 2 . A similar example is given by the Lagrangian L = pq − 1 2 p 2 − λq, which leads to the constraints φ = q and ψ = −p. Now the two definitions do not coincide for the correlation functions of observables dependent on the momentum p.
It is clear that in both examples the canonical quantization based on the introduction of a Dirac bracket would lead to results consistent with the phase space path integral. Thus, we conclude that if one wishes to consider correlation functions of observables dependent on all phase space variables, one has to work with the path integral where all constraints, primary and secondary, appear in δ-functions. 3 Simplicity constraints revisited
Constraints on connection
The main lesson of the previous section is that one should not ignore the secondary second class constraints. Four dimensional gravity in the first order formulation is an example of the system possessing such type of constraints. Therefore, quantizing gravity by the spin foam approach, one must include them into the measure together with the usual simplicity constraints. Let us briefly recall what the canonical analysis tells us about the secondary constraints of Plebanski formulation.
In fact, in [21] it has been shown that the canonical formulation of Plebanski action [20] is essentially equivalent to the Lorentz covariant canonical formulation of the HilbertPalatini action [23] . Therefore, we can use the results from the latter where the constraints have been extensively studied.
The secondary constraints, which appear by commuting the Hamiltonian with the simplicity constraints, depend linearly on the spin connection. This connection however is not suitable for quantization and it is more convenient to consider another connection, which we call A IJ i , differing from the original one by a shift by the Gauss constraint [24] . Its holonomies have simple commutation relations with the smeared triad what has important consequences for quantum theory. Due to this, it is advantageous to formulate the secondary second class constraints also in terms of this new variable. They have the following form I
where Γ IJ i is the Levi-Civita connection determined by the space components of the B field and we introduced two projectors
They depend on a 4-dimensional unit vector x I (x I x I = σ), which defines the normal to three-dimensional hypersurfaces foliating spacetime and it can be extracted from the B field by solving the simplicity constraints. This vector defines a subgroup H x = SU x (2) of the gauge group G which leaves it invariant. Then the geometric meaning of I IJ,KL (Q) and I
IJ,KL (P )
is that they project on the algebra of H x and its orthogonal completion, respectively. These projectors play an important role and appear also in the symplectic structure determining the commutator of the shifted connection with the B field
Given the geometric interpretation of the projectors, it is clear that the meaning of the constraints (10) is to restrict the "rotational" part of the shifted connection as a function of the B field.
2 The "rotational" part is defined by the vector x I as explained above. Therefore, all independent physical degrees of freedom of the connection are contained only in its "boost" part.
It is worth to notice that one can quantize the theory using another object, A [25, 26] . This can be traced back to the secondary constraints which in terms of A IJ i become
They imply that in the time gauge A IJ i becomes an SU(2) connection coinciding with the one used in the Ashtekar-Barbero approach [31, 35] . However, the failure of this quantity to have correct spacetime transformations points in favor of quantization based on the true spacetime connection A IJ i . It is the latter quantization that gives rise to the CLQG approach.
Discretization
Before quantizing gravity in the spin foam approach, one needs to realize its degrees of freedom at the discrete level. Given a simplicial decomposition of spacetime, one considers the following data: i) elements of the gauge group g σt assigned to every couple of simplex σ and tetrahedron t, which represents holonomy of the gauge connection from the center of the former to the center of the latter;
ii) bi-vectors B IJ f , which can be thought as elements of the gauge algebraB f = B IJ f T IJ , assigned to every triangle f . These data are enough to encode all degrees of freedom and to represent the gravity action at the discretized level (see, for example, [13] ). However, one has to also rewrite the second class constraints in terms of the discrete variables B IJ f and g σt . The discretization of the quadratic simplicity constraints (2) has been extensively studied in the literature. There is however a nice way to effectively linearize them. It makes use of the projectors (11) . It turns out that the simplicity constraints can be rewritten as [12] I
Although the constraint (14) seems to be linear, one should remember that x is a part of the B field. What is really going on here is a decoupling of degrees of freedom: once x has been extracted, the rest of the B field is constrained to satisfy (14) and the only remaining freedom corresponds to the triad of canonical theory. At the discrete level the B field gives rise to bi-vectors normal to triangles. Taking into account that I (Q) (x) annihilates bi-vectors coaligned with x I , it is easy to understand the geometric meaning of the condition (14) . It requires that all triangles, for which the constraint is written with the same x I , must lie in the hypersurface normal to this 4-dimensional vector. Therefore, x I is naturally identified with the normals to tetrahedra of the simplicial decomposition. Regarding this, we introduce an additional set of geometric data:
iii) unit vectors x I t playing the role of normals to tetrahedra; iv) elements of the gauge group g f t assigned to every couple of tetrahedron t and triangle f and constrained to satisfy g f t · x t = g f t ′ · x t ′ for two tetrahedra sharing f . The introduction of g f t is related to the subtlety arising after discretization that the normals x t and the bi-vectors B f all live in different frames. Therefore, we need to parallel transport them to be able to compare. The elements g f t just serve to this purpose. They are not really important and will disappear from the action and the path integral.
Given these additional data, it is now easy to formulate the simplicity constraints at the discrete level. Let us define the operator
Then the simplicity constraints (14) become
Due to the condition on g f t , the r.h.s. does not depend on the chosen tetrahedron and therefore we omitted the label t.
The secondary constraints (10) are much more difficult to discretize. The reason is that, whereas the simplicity constraints are formulated at the algebra level, the constraints on connection should be realized as a condition on group elements. In this paper we leave this problem unsolved. Nevertheless, it is possible to draw some important conclusions just assuming that there is a measure on the space of holonomies incorporating the secondary constraints. For this we will need only one property of this measure.
As we saw in the previous subsection, all versions of the secondary constraints, similarly to the simplicity constraints (14) , depend on x I . This implies that the discrete measure should contain a dependence of the normals to tetrahedra and, what is important, it should appropriately transform under the gauge group. Thus, we assume that there exists a measure D (xt) [g σt ] on the space of holonomies dependent of the normal x t . It may also have a dependence of B f which we do not display explicitly. The measure is required to transform covariantly with respect to the group transformations
An important consequence of (17) is that the measure defined by the normal fixed to x 0 = (1, 0, 0, 0) is invariant with respect to the diagonal SU(2) subgroup
Finally, the unconstrained action at the discrete level reads
where the trace includes the product over all tetrahedra containing a given triangle and this product does not depend on the "reference" tetrahedron t 1 . Comparing with (16), we see that choosing such a "reference" tetrahedron t f for every triangle, it is natural to redefine g −1 f t fB f g f t f →B f so that the dependence of auxiliary group elements g f t disappears.
Simplex boundary state
Now we would like to reconsider the derivation of the simplex boundary state taking into account the previous results. Thus, we include the contribution from both primary and secondary second class constraints into the measure from the very beginning. This means in particular that we give up the usual strategy used in the spin foam quantization: first quantize and then impose constraints. The natural object to start with is the discretized path integral for a single 4-simplex with fixed B f on the boundary. Inclusion of all constraints amounts to inserting the δ-function of φ 
3 Here the measure is defined for holonomies between a simplex and one of its tetrahedra. This is the reason why only the transformation property under the right group action is imposed. To define the left group action, one would need to introduce a 4-dimensional vector associated with a 4-simplex. But there are no such natural vectors. In any case, the holonomies always appear in combinations g where u(f ) and d(f ) denote two tetrahedra which share the f th triangle. Since the triangle is oriented, one of them is considered as "up" and the other as "down". From (20) one gets the simplex boundary state in the "connection" representation
Notice that the amplitude depends on the group elements g f , playing the role of external holonomies, as well as on the normals x t . 4 The latter dependence could be removed by an explicit integral over x t . However, it would be inconsistent with gluing of different simplices and the proposed measure. We refer to section 4 for more detailed discussion of this important issue which has direct consequences for the closure constraint and the boundary state space.
The normals x t can be considered as elements of the homogeneous factor space G/H. It will be convenient to denote by g x a representative of x ∈ X in G so that g x · x 0 = x. Changing the variable g t → g t g −1 xt , one can use the covariance property (17) to extract the dependence of the normals from the measure
where we denoted G f = g
λ is the dimension of the representation λ and we used the Plancherel decomposition of the δ-function on the group into the sum over irreducible representations λ f . 5 To proceed further, one can insert an additional integral over the diagonal subgroup SU(2) with group elements inserted between g t and G f . This insertion does not change the amplitude because the group elements are absorbed into g t and disappear due to the invariance property of the measure (18) . This gives
The following computations will be done assuming that we are working in the Riemannian case. But the final conclusions will be true for the Lorentzian model as well. For the Riemannian signature the relevant gauge group G = SO(4) is the product of two SU(2) groups (factorized by Z 2 ), and its irreducible representations are labeled by two SU(2) spins λ = (j + , j − ). We will represent an element g ∈ SO(4) as (g + , g − ), g ± ∈ SU(2). Thus, in (23) one encounters group integrals of eight matrix coefficients that can be represented 4 If there is a dependence of B f in the measure D as follows
where C 
where
It is easy to realize that the function Ψ (λ f ,j tf ,kt) [g f ; x t ] is the so called projected spin network. Such states have been introduced in the context of CLQG [36, 26] and form the (enlarged) kinematical Hilbert space of this approach. They are functions on the full gauge group G defined on the graph dual to the triangulated boundary. At every vertex the holonomies taken in a representation of G (λ f = (j + f , j − f )) are projected to irreducible SU(2) representations (j tf ) and then coupled by SU(2) invariant intertwiners (ι {j tf i } (k t )). The dependence of the normals x t can be pushed from the matrix coefficients into the intertwiners. Its only effect is that the projection is done on the "rotated" subgroup H xt introduced after eq. (11) . We see that here the projected spin networks also appear as a basis of spin foam boundary states in the perfect agreement with the canonical approach.
The coefficient A(λ f , j tf , k t ) in (25) is nothing else but the vertex amplitude of spin foam quantization in the spin network basis. It contains the crucial information about dynamics of the theory. It is in this place where the concrete form of the measure D (x 0 ) [g t ] becomes important. Up to now the derivation worked well for any measure consistent with (17) . But without its knowledge we cannot evaluate the vertex amplitude.
There is actually another place where the explicit form of the measure is implicated. We expect that the measure contains a δ-function because the second class constraints fix a half of components of the connection. From (21) one therefore expects that some restrictions will arise on the group elements g f . These restrictions are the same discretized secondary second class constraints that have been imposed on g t . Their implementation corresponds in the canonical approach to the passage from the enlarged Hilbert space consisting from all projected spin networks to the kinematical Hilbert space with the second class constraints implemented at the quantum level [37, 12] . One expects that its effect is to fix some labels of the projected spin networks as, for example, to restrict oneself to the sector with only simple representations.
Closure constraint revisited
Usually the closure constraint (3) is considered as a quantization of a classical relation between bi-vectors B f associated to triangles of a tetrahedron. Since the triangles are not arbitrary, but form the tetrahedron, their bi-vectors must satisfy [8] 
After quantization, B f are represented by generators T f acting on the representation spaces assigned to the triangles. This gives the constraint (3) on the intertwiners which enter boundary states and vertex amplitudes of spin foam models. From our point of view this procedure is too naive to be able to capture possible corrections which might appear at the quantum level. A more fair strategy would be to derive the closure constraint from a path integral representation of a spin foam model. Indeed, as was noticed in [14] , the closure constraint is imposed automatically by integration over holonomy group elements in the partition function and thus it does not need to be imposed by hand. 6 In other words, it is not an ingredient, but rather a consequence of the spin foam quantization. This is consistent with the fact that its classical analogue, the Gauss constraint, is first class and therefore it is generated simply by integration over the corresponding Lagrange multiplier. In contrast, the second class constraints, supplied with an appropriate determinant, must be inserted into the path integral measure from the very beginning (see discussion in section 2).
At the quantum level the closure constraint is nothing else but the invariance property of the intertwiners entering the spin foam boundary states. If the basis in this state space is realized by the projected spin networks, as in (25) , the intertwiners can be read off from (26) . Let D (λ f ) pq (g f ) denote matrix coefficients of an element of the group G in the representation λ f . Then the intertwiner coupling them at the vertex t depends on the normal x t and can be presented as [12] 
where the indices ℓ j label the basis of the subspace H
SU (2) appearing in the decomposition of the representation λ on the subgroup
It is easy to see that the intertwiner (29) satisfies
The infinitesimal version of this transformation law gives precisely the relaxed closure constraint (4). It is clear that the usual invariance is spoiled due to the dependence of x t . An easy way to restore it is to integrate over these normals. This is what usually done in spin foam models by inserting integrals dx t in the boundary states [13, 17, 19] . Of course, this insertion produces G-invariant intertwiners.
Thus, to decide which version of the closure constraint is the relevant one, we have to understand whether or not one should integrate over the normals to tetrahedra. For this it is necessary to consider gluing of several simplices. In terms of the boundary states, the gluing is achieved by integrating over holonomies associated to common triangles.
Let us assume that we do insert the integration over x t in the simplex boundary states. Then one immediately runs into two problems. First, for a tetrahedron shared by two simplices, there will be two integrals over its normal. This means that one actually introduced two normals to the same tetrahedron, one for each simplex. This is inconsistent because the normals form a part of the B field which associates unique data to the elements of the simplicial decomposition.
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Second and may be more important, the integration over x t is inconsistent with the measure on g f induced by the second class constraints. Indeed, as we discussed in the end of section 3.3, the presence of δ-function in the measure D (xt) [g t ] leads to some conditions on g f . As a result, the measure for these group elements will also be non-trivial and in particular it should depend on the normals to the tetrahedra sharing the triangle f . However, once the integral over x t has been inserted, one does not have them at our disposal, the non-trivial measure cannot be written and the gluing becomes impossible.
Thus, we conclude that the integration over x t in the boundary states is inconsistent with the second class constraints and the closure constraint must be imposed in its relaxed form (4) . Several remarks are in order:
• The reasoning we gave above can be applied only in the presence of the second class constraints. If they are absent, the measure D (xt) [g t ] coincides with the usual one and the dependence of the normals disappears from the very beginning. Of course, the normals can be artificially introduced, but there is no way to measure them. Thus, we are free to insert integrals over x t and find the standard closure constraint (3). This is precisely what happens in the models [10, 14, 15] based on coherent states where the secondary constraints are ignored and the measure over holonomies is taken as the standard Haar measure. In this case it is independent of the normals so that the integration over x t and the gluing are mutually consistent.
• There is another way to see why the dependence of the normals should be preserved in the presence of the second class constraints and is auxiliary in the opposite case. In canonical theory the vectors x I are conjugated to a part of the spin connection hidden in the Gauss constraint. However, as we mentioned in section 3.1, to quantize the theory one passes to another connection, either A [25] . The reason for this is that they have 3 independent components less comparing to the spin connection. (They satisfy 9 second class constraints, whereas the spin connection fulfills only 6.) The missing components are precisely the ones which are conjugated to x I . Therefore, these unit vectors should be added to the list of configuration variables. In contrast, if there are no second class constraints, the connection used in holonomy operators coincides with the usual spin connection and does not commute with x I .
• One can notice that even when two simplices are glued together, to obtain the common boundary state, it is not needed to integrate over the normal to the tetrahedron shared by the simplices. Indeed, the gluing gives rise to a contribution to the boundary state which can be schematically written as follows
where f = (f 1 , f 2 , f 12 ), t = (t 1 , t 2 , t 12 ), the labels 1,2 refer to non-shared faces and tetrahedra of the corresponding glued simplices and the label 12 marks the shared faces and tetrahedron. It is easy to see that, similarly to what happens in the vertex amplitude (27) , the dependence on x t 12 drops out. Moreover, an integral over x t 12 would produce an infinite factor in the Lorentzian case. Therefore, even in the complete partition function all normals should be kept fixed. This corresponds to a gauge fixing of boosts in the discretized path integral. Note that in the models proposed in [13, 14, 15] this issue does not arise because all the ingredients, the boundary amplitudes to be glued and the measure to be used for the gluing, are independent of the normals.
• The necessity to use the relaxed closure constraint resolves a problem with the model proposed in [14] , which has been found in the work [17] . It was noticed that in that model the space of intertwiners remains unrestricted despite the simplicity constraints have been imposed. This is indeed true, but only when one considers the SO(4) invariant subspace so that the correct statement is: the gauge-invariant projection of the span of all intertwiners of [14] is equal to I (λ i ) , the space of all SO(4) invariant intertwiners. In our language this originates from the fact that the intertwiners (29) integrated with respect to x t form an over-complete basis in I (λ i ) and hence choosing a subset of these intertwiners does not necessarily reduce the projection of their span. On the other hand, if one allows for dependence on the normals to tetrahedra, the intertwiners satisfy the relaxed closure constraint and span a larger space I (λ i ) rel . In this case any restriction on the labels reduces to a certain subspace of I (λ i ) rel and one finds that the model of [14] does put some constraints on these covariant intertwiners.
• Finally, we mention that the need for a modification of the relation between bi-vectors and generators of the gauge algebra, which is closely related to the relaxation of the closure constraint [12] , was observed in [16] . Besides, the intertwiners satisfying the relaxed closure constraint appeared also in [38, 39] in the group field theory context as well as in the case of coupling of particles. Thus, they seem to be quite natural for the spin foam approach. In this section we argued that in the presence of second class constraints they are actually needed to describe the correct boundary state space. 
it is easy to realize that the vertex amplitude is given by
Thus, the result indeed coincides with the vertex amplitude of SU(2) BF theory.
Notice that the dependence of the vertex amplitude on the SO(4) representations λ f completely disappears and the SU(2) representations j u(f )f and j d(f )f are required to coincide. The same of course should be true for the boundary states. The conditions on the labels of the projected spin networks can be obtained taking into account the constraints on g f following from (21) and (33) . It follows that these group elements must satisfy
As a result, the element G f appearing in (26) belongs to the diagonal SU(2) subgroup and the same property (37) can be used to get the restrictions. The resulting boundary state coincides with the usual SU(2) spin network as it should be for SU(2) BF theory. This procedure gives an example of the explicit realization of imposing second class constraints at the level of the Hilbert space. Moreover, precisely this example was employed in [26] to demonstrate that the Lorentz covariant loop quantization based on A IJ i reproduces the kinematical Hilbert space of LQG. This is not surprising because the kinematical Hilbert spaces of LQG and SU(2) BF theory are isomorphic.
Notice that if one integrates the simplex boundary state over x t , the reduction to the SU(2) spin networks would become impossible. The reason is that the normals appearing in the boundary state and in the constraint (39) would be decoupled: the first one is integrated over and the second is fixed. As a result, they would not cancel and the argument of the projected spin networks would not reduce to the diagonal subgroup. 8 This shows the importance of keeping the normals x t as free arguments of the boundary states and, as a consequence, of the use of the relaxed closure constraint.
